
CALLING ALL KIDS!  Are you having fun 
yet? Well,here are a few favorites with a 
new addition for the two weeks of 
enrichment/fun.  
Thus, let's go FULL STEAM ahead.  

NEW:  
Build/create a kite! 
 
 

 
 
OR: A Garbage Bag Kite: 
https://www.instructables.com/id/A-Garbage-Bag-Kite/ 
 

1. You will need: a plastic bag, string, two sticks, scissors 
and ribbon. Sticks can be found outside or you can use 
dowels you already have.  

https://www.instructables.com/id/A-Garbage-Bag-Kite/


2. Tie the frame. Make it look like a BIG small’ t.’Take the two 
sticks - they can be garden stakes, dowels, straight twigs, simple skewers tapes together - 
and tie them together with a piece of string. The cross stick should be tied about one third 
of the way along the the main stick. 

3. Wrap the string around the back of the 
main stick and cross the string across the front of 

the cross stick. Then wrap the ends of the string back 
around the back of the main stick and make a 
single knot. Then wrap each end of the string one 
around either side of the front of the cross stick 
and back again around the back of the main stick. 
(Does this sound complicated or is it just me? It's 

really not complicated.) 
Then make a double knot. 
Done! 

4. Cut the Sail and Tie to the  

Frame Cut the garbage bag to fit the frame of the kite. Tie 
the ends of the sail to the wood frame. No need to use 
glue or tape. Just keep the knots tight! 

  

 
5. Attach the flying string. First, tie a piece of string from one side of the cross 
stick to the other, leaving slack to form a triangle like shown in the photo. Then, 
tie the end of a BIG BALL of string to the 
bottom portion of the main stick, loop under 
the slack cross string and tie a simple knot at 



the intersection of the two strings (so it forms a 
triangular pyramid shape). 
 
  6. Make a ribbon balance. 

Tie lovely ribbons to the end of the kite in order to help balance it. You can even 
attach a small weight, like a washer, if the ribbons don't seem hefty enough for 
your kite. 
 
7. Now comes the hard part: Flying the kite! 

a. Find an open space, stay away from electrical lines and trees. 
b. FIND some  wind! 
c. Have someone hold the kite while you hold the other end of the string. 
d. RUN! 

Send me some videos and or pictures. I’d love to see how successful you were with this 
enrichment lesson; Have fun! 

 
 
CHOICES: Some favorites of students you can choose from: ( in case you didn't get the 
opportunity to do them!) 

1. Field Day activities: Choose from some of the following challenges. Set’ em up and have fun! 
( see below) 

2. 7 Wonders of the world: NEVER stop observing your surroundings.  Go outside, look around, 
what has caught your eye?  What makes you say or feel, “ wow, or awe or?”  Can you spot 7 
WONDERS on your adventah?! 

3. Create an obstacle course. Use terms such as under, over, between, around...and time 
yourself.  Can use the swing set, trees, any obstacles for a 3D version…( check out our own HBS 
student;  Lincoln’s obstacle course he created : https://maineahperd.org/  

a. Do you have some chalk?  Can you draw out an obstacle course? 
b. Maybe it would start with hopscotch, then a line to run on, 

squiggle to spin and turn around in, a square to do 10 
jumping jacks in, spots to jump or leap or hop to...etc… 

c. NO chalk?  Can you draw it out on paper like a map and 
then refer to it as you move outside? 

https://maineahperd.org/


 
 

 
FIELD DAY fun activities:























 
 



 
 

Can you CREATE YOUR OWN EVENT? Please share it with me!  Have fun and here’s 
looking at a fun filled summer.  Stay moving and healthy everyone. 

Mrs. D'Agostino    ldagostino@brunswick.k12.me.us  
 
 

 
 


